Stress proteins, self defence, and the myocardium

Despite advances in the treatment of coronary artery disease, the search for ways to preserve myocardium threatened by ischaemic or reperfusion injury continues. A group of proteins known as the heat shock or stress proteins represent the cell’s innate ability to protect itself. Do these proteins have a role in protecting the heart in coronary artery disease and can this self preservation mechanism be exploited therapeutically?

Heat shock proteins were originally described in the 1960s and over the next two decades the concept of thermotolerance developed. It was discovered that cells and organisms exposed to sublethal hyperthermia synthesised stress proteins and were rendered resistant to subsequent hyperthermic stress. This group of inducible stress proteins is phyllogenetically well preserved, being present in various organisms from bacteria to humans. It is unlikely that their expression in mammals is merely an evolutionary remnant of little relevance to homoeothermic animals, since their induction is not confined to the normal range of heat. Other stimuli include various metabolic stressors such as cellular hypoglycaemia, reactive oxygen species (hydrogen peroxide and superoxide), and ischaemia—all factors that suppress the synthesis of other cellular proteins.

Animal studies have shown that after preconditioning with a brief period of ischaemia the heart is temporarily protected from further ischaemic episodes, and recent evidence suggests that this phenomenon also exists in humans. In addition, a constitutively (basally) expressed stress protein of the 70 kDa heat shock protein (HSP70) family is selectively inducible in rabbit heart by ischaemia.

It is well recognised that heat shock and the subsequent synthesis of stress proteins is protective, whether stress proteins contribute to myocardial preconditioning remains controversial. Attention to date has focused on the 70 kDa stress protein, which has been well reviewed.

A role for stress proteins in myocardial preconditioning was supported by work that showed that rendering animals hyperthermic (thus inducing the heat shock protein response) before an episode of cardiac ischaemia had a protective effect both during the ischaemic period and on restoration of perfusion. However, a few minutes of myocardial ischaemia has been shown to exert a protective effect, preconditioning the heart against subsequent ischaemic episodes. Such a time course suggests that this preconditioning effect is unlikely to be due to stress protein induction: increased expression of HSP70 mRNA is not seen in rabbits until an hour after a short ischaemic period, and an increase in the stress protein itself is only detected after two hours, peaking at 24 hours. In addition, it has been shown that protein synthesis is not a prerequisite for preconditioning.

A further group of stress proteins may contribute to the myocyte’s defences. The glucose-regulated stress proteins are induced by cellular hypoglycaemia, a state that occurs during ischaemia when the synthesis of other proteins is suppressed. Though little is known of their functions, they may modulate the response of the myocyte to hypoxia, perhaps by regulating the folding and assembly of proteins disrupted by hypoxia.

Stress proteins also seem to have a role in myocardial adaptation (by hypertrophy), to haemodynamic overload. Cardiomyocytes adapt rapidly to pressure overload with increased protein synthesis. Though the bulk of such proteins comprise contractile units, increased expression of the HSP70 gene is detected as early as an hour after the onset of pressure overload, followed by the appearance of the HSP70 protein. This induction is a short-lived phenomenon; concentrations of HSP70 mRNA return to baseline after 24 hours despite continuous pressure overload. Although the transience of their induction suggests that stress proteins are not the sole cause of compensatory hypertrophy, their perinuclear distribution implies that they may have a permissive role in mediating overload-induced hypertrophy. By the mechanisms discussed below they may permit the rapid recovery of protein synthesis interrupted by the onset of overload, thus enabling the cell to survive the initial stress and to adapt by hypertrophy to continued overload.

What are the mechanisms by which stress proteins provide protection? It has been hypothesised that they recognise and repair hypoxia-induced damage to cellular proteins, rescue protein synthesis and mRNA splicing halted by the onset of stress, and are involved in protein folding and unfolding, assembly and disassembly, and translocation. A further possibility is that stress proteins exert their effect by affording protection against the oxidative stress of reactive oxygen species liberated during post-ischaemic reperfusion: heat shock is accompanied by the induction of the antioxidant catalase within the myocardium. Inhibition of catalase induction has been shown to lessen the protective effect of heat shock.

Do stress proteins protect the heart by other antioxidant mechanisms? A low molecular weight stress protein (SP32) is present in the heart and induced by the reactive oxygen species, hydrogen peroxide. Reactive oxygen species are released early during post-hypoxic reperfusion and have been implicated in myocardial reperfusion injury. SP32 has been identified as haem oxygenase-1, the rate limiting enzyme in the degradation of haem to bilirubin. Bilirubin is a potent scavenger of reactive oxygen species, its efficacy increasing with the decrease in pH associated with ischaemia. Haem oxygenase-1 (SP32) is active only in the presence of oxygen. It is therefore possible that during reperfusion (for example after thrombolysis for myocardial infarction) the induction of haem oxygenase-1 mediated by reactive oxygen species has a protective antioxidant effect.

It may therefore be hypothesised that the heart is
protected by the innate ability of the cardiomyocyte to defend itself against hypoxic, oxidant, and haemodynamic stress by the induced expression of a stress protein response. The heart is not unique in this respect: the inflamed joint shows striking similarities. It too is subject to pressure-induced ischaemia and reperfusion events that facilitate the generation of reactive oxygen species and the induction of protective stress proteins. Additionally, the 60 kDa stress protein family has been implicated in inflammatory arthritis, inviting speculation that because of the highly conserved nature of stress proteins, molecular mimicry may lead to the development of autoimmunity.

Some fundamental questions remain. Do the stress proteins provide the heart with purely a self defence mechanism or can they also attack (for example in autoimmune conditions such as Dressler’s syndrome and lupus carditis)? While research to elucidate the molecular biology of the stress proteins continues, questions about their therapeutic exploitation should be considered. Has this already been achieved during surgery by the hypothermic induction of protective stress proteins during cold cardioplegia and organ transport? Finally, will pharmacological intervention prolong or stimulate the induction of stress proteins, thereby providing a means to protect the myocardium in coronary artery disease?
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